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BACKGROUND
California State University, Dominguez Hills (CSUDH) is a regional public university located in the South Bay of Los
Angeles County. At CSUDH, our campus is undergoing additional pressures to assess learning in and outside of the classroom. As
self-identified critical educators, we wanted to approach these assessment efforts mindfully in a way that reflects our information
literacy program vision statement and values. This paper will describe how we organized a diagnostic assessment of senior capstone
papers in psychology and the questions we answered along the way. From data to intervention—we’ll take you through our entire
route. Our final stop on this road trip is the intervention we developed as a response to the assessment results, a toolkit for course
instructors filled with assignment design tips and online learning objects.

DIAGNOSTIC ASSESSMENT
We partnered with the psychology department in our first foray into programmatic assessment for several reasons.
Psychology is the second largest undergraduate major on our campus and their program’s curriculum is highly structured with
multiple research components throughout the degree pathway. Since this was a complex and large sample size, we could be relatively
sure that how psychology students were achieving information literacy concepts could also translate to other majors. Psychology
also recently hired several new professors who were eager to assess the curriculum and form a natural partnership with the library.
Working with the psychology department’s Chair of the Assessment Committee, we organized several meetings between
the information literacy coordinator, select librarians, and select psychology faculty during the Spring 2017 semester to discuss
questions we had about student learning. We also discussed how these assessment results might be used, and decided we wanted
them to have an immediate impact on modifying the curriculum. We were less interested in statistical validity for publication or
other kinds of claims that would require different types of evidence. It was during these conversations that the librarians and the
psychology faculty wrestled with the idea of assessing courses that the librarians had no prior relationship with, the senior capstone
course, PSY 490.
PSY 490 is a required course for all graduating psychology students (enrolling 100-250 each semester) and had seemingly
no standardized assignments or approaches across multiple sections. Varied instructors, mostly part-time, had been teaching the
course as the department recovered from faculty furloughs and retirements during the Great Recession. The psychology department
was interested in learning more about this course and how students performed in it. Similarly, the psychology liaison librarian did
not work closely with this course but thought the assessment project could help open that relationship. It would also be a culminating
place to see where students applied information literacy concepts that they had learned elsewhere at CSUDH, such as earlier in their
major and in general education courses. For these reasons, the librarians and psychology instructors settled on assessing PSY 490
and initially pitched the pilot as a “diagnostic” assessment to the department. A diagnostic assessment is unusual in a senior-level
course, but we wanted to make it clear to all involved that this was exploratory and no information literacy interventions had occurred
in this course yet.
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Our first step was to compare programmatic learning outcomes for where we could collaborate. As part of their ongoing
program assessment, psychology is currently revisiting their learning outcomes to include clear, measurable action verbs. Although
we knew we would be working with soon-to-be outdated outcomes, we did the best we could in aligning our learning goals for
students about to graduate (see Table 1).

Table 1: Alignment of Information Literacy Outcomes
Library Information Literacy
Program Outcomes

Psychology Department Outcomes

Students will be able to…

Psychology professors will model, and thus psychology majors
will be exposed to the value
and worth of…

Give credit to the original ideas of others through attribution
and/or formal citation conventions

Personal and professional ethics, including academic integrity
and professional codes of behavior

Contribute to the scholarly conversation as creator or critic

Scientific methods and reasoning

Track a scholarly conversation within a discipline

Some of the skills of taking multiple perspectives

The library faculty then met to discuss how we could best assess these outcomes with final research papers and decided that
we wanted to use a rubric to authentically assess not just what students cited in their bibliography but also how sources were
incorporated throughout their paper (Diller & Phelps, 2008). Not wanting to reinvent the wheel, we looked to the Rubric Assessment
of Information Literacy Skills (RAILS) project and the professional literature. We agreed on modifying Claremont College’s
Information Literacy in Student Work rubric to align with our outcomes, the psychology assignment itself (which had a minimum
source requirement), and senior-level work (Booth, Lowe, & Tagge, 2013). The librarians scored several papers individually, then
discussed each paper as a group until we reached consensus on how we would interpret the rubric (see Appendix A).

RESULTS
Initially, students did not meet the psychology program’s or librarians’ expectations for senior-level research. The
psychology faculty anticipated students would not select appropriate scholarly sources, however, the Fall 2018 results, in particular,
illustrated that this was, in fact, the primary area where students excelled. Students routinely chose high-quality, peer-reviewed
sources from psychology journals, yet had difficulties effectively placing these sources in conversation with one another in a
literature review and citing them in APA appropriately. The information literacy coordinator presented the results to librarians to
discuss potential information literacy interventions, then met with the psychology faculty to present the results and open up a
conversation about scaffolding information literacy concepts.

Table 2: Student Results

Attribution
Selection of Sources
Use of Sources

Summer 2017
n=25
2.36
2.78
2.37

Spring 2018
n=108
2.29
2.59
2.22

Fall 2018
n=90
2.67
3.12
2.78

*Mean scores in each rubric category out of 4. Fall 2018 is when the toolkit was launched.

The librarians and psychology faculty found the results promising, as the information literacy intervention (described further
below) was rolled out piecemeal over the course of Fall 2018 with some faculty adopting multiple pieces. Both the psychology
faculty and librarians attribute a slight increase in the most recent rubric scores to the use of the toolkit and conversations about
intentionally scaffolding of information literacy concepts.
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Ultimately, the resulting conversations were incredibly fruitful for both the librarians and psychology faculty. The
psychology faculty discovered that they thought APA citation mechanics were being reinforced at places in the curriculum where
they were not, and also learned from conversations with the librarians about ways of teaching the importance of a literature review
for novice researchers. In particular, the librarians were able to shift the conversation with psychology faculty away from “finding
sources” to how sources work together in a scholarly conversation.

DEVELOPING THE FACULTY TOOLKIT
Since there was little precedence for one-shot instruction in PSY 490, it didn’t make sense for us to recommend a
standardized information literacy session taught by the psychology librarian for each section of the capstone. Instead, we saw our
follow-up to the assessment project as an opportunity to assert the library as partners in curriculum design and experts in information
literacy pedagogy. The new online learning librarian was also eager to boost our existing tutorials and identify concepts for new
online learning objects based on the results of the assessment. At the beginning of the Fall 2018 semester, the information literacy
coordinator and online learning librarian met to discuss building an online toolkit to deliver to PSY 490 instructors just in time for a
new cohort of seniors. We chose to build the toolkit in LibGuides (http://libguides.csudh.edu/psy490/) because we could easily
manipulate the look of the page, integrate multimedia such as embedded infographics, PDF viewers, and video players, and publish
the content with a friendly URL.
The first roadblock the librarian assessment team identified as a key factor in lower rubric scores and overall lower quality
of final papers in the first round of scoring was a lack of clarity in the assignment. For example, students seemed unsure of whether
they were performing their own primary research or simply proposing a research methodology based on their literature review.
Anecdotally, the psychology librarian observed during student research appointments that one of the PSY 490 final project
assignments was a single sentence that asked students to write a research paper about a psychology topic of their choice. The first
thing we packed in the toolkit was UNLV's already robust Transparency in Learning and Teaching (TILT) in Higher Ed resources
(Winkelmes, 2014) for designing effective research assignments. Based on the TILT framework, we also developed an assignment
template as a downloadable Word document that would provide PSY 490 instructors with a non-prescriptive example without having
to start from scratch. The template included clearly labeled deadlines, a prompt for writing about the purpose of the assignment,
step-by-step guidelines for formatting, minimum references, and section headings, criteria for success with an outline of a weighted
rubric, and a recommendation to include examples of previous student work.
The second roadblock we identified was scaffolding smaller assignments and activities leading up to the final project. From
our conversations with students and instructors, we had a hunch that instructors expected a polished, final paper from a senior-level
course and left students with little direction on topic narrowing, understanding research articles, and strategies for effective writing
despite apparent gaps in students’ exposure to these concepts. We found scaffolding assignments can be a difficult concept to express
succinctly on the web without blocks of explanatory text or linking to entire teaching handbooks. We chose to visualize what
scaffolding PSY 490 might look like with an interactive infographic that chunked the process into parts (assignment, proposal,
annotated bibliography, draft and feedback, and submit final) with icons and links to resources like another university’s interactive
research question generator and our own APA citation tutorial (see Figure 1). We also intentionally situated our library instruction
request form within the annotated bibliography phase to signal to instructors that students should have a topic and be ready to begin
the search process before an in-person session with a librarian.
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Figure 1: Screenshot of the PSY 490 Toolkit

Finally, we addressed other roadblocks by providing a curated list of teaching materials including videos and activities that
instructors could assign as homework or facilitate in their own lectures. We sent the link to the Psychology Assessment Committee
Chair, who demoed the toolkit with instructors during a department meeting. There was no guarantee that instructors would take our
advice and use the materials we provided, but the Assessment Committee Chair was pleased and we were glad to have resources
ready to go if instructors came to us to with library instruction requests. At the end of the semester, we sent a five-question survey
to solicit feedback about the toolkit and suggestions for materials to include from PSY 490 instructors. We were not surprised to
only receive one response to our survey, but we at least learned that one instructor used and found the final assignment template
most helpful, in addition to using two of the videos we recommended. Looking ahead to the future, we anticipate having more homegrown tutorials to recommend for PSY 490 such as an interactive LibWizard tutorial on searching in PsycINFO and a video on
citation tracking in Google Scholar with a nod toward the ACRL frame “Scholarship as Conversation” (Association of College and
Research Libraries, 2016).

CONCLUSIONS
An online toolkit of teaching materials worked for our institution due in large part to the library instruction already
happening in other psychology courses, the preferences of part-time faculty teaching the capstone course, and the support we have
for creating and curating web resources with a dedicated online learning librarian. For librarians considering taking on a diagnostic
assessment in a senior capstone or similar collaborations with academic programs, your interventions might look like a shared library
instruction lesson plan collaborative designed with course instructors or a packaged module in your campus Learning Management
System. In whatever form your intervention takes, we strongly recommend talking with your collaborators and library instruction
team about dream destinations for student learning and librarian involvement before mapping the rest of your assessment and
intervention route. At the start of our journey, we knew we wanted to prioritize building relationships with the psychology department
over increasing the number of one librarian's one-shot instruction sessions and plan ahead for more online learning opportunities in
the future. Our programmatic assessment road trip isn’t quite over yet. We are still working on updating the toolkit and continuing
to score final research projects. Despite the occasional roadblock, our journey has been more scenic and enjoyable by traveling the
road together.
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APPENDIX A
CSUDH Information Literacy Rubric for PSY 490
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